
SELECTION GUIDE
GETTING TO KNOW OUR CATALOGUE



OUR SELECTION: AN 
INTRODUCTION

It’s a conscious choice on our part to be selective with our catalogue. Curation is 
the essence of our company and is what gives our site cohesion. 

Our product catalogue acts as both our company ID and our customer 
showcase—so it’s important that it reflects our brand personality. We specialise 
in selling pared-back, refined pieces that bring together authenticity and 
modernity. This is precisely why our customers come to us. Accordingly, we only 
accept furniture and decor we feel possesses both character and a certain 
timelessness.

This guide is meant to give you a general overview of our selection criteria, and 
help you avoid creating listings for items that we don’t accept on the site.

But of course… This is only an overview. It doesn’t cover all the nitty-gritty of our 
selection rules or provide an exhaustive list of items that we won’t take. Our 
official internal selection guide is over 100 pages long, and like a great recipe, a 
secret well-kept. 

CURATING A SITE WITH A SOUL
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WE ACCEPT
SECONDHAND FURNITURE IN GOOD CONDITION: 
THINK TASTEFUL, PARED-BACK, AND STREAMLINED.
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WE DON’T ACCEPT

Personal creations
(even if made from antique 
materials).

Religious objects.

Promotional objects.
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WE DON’T ACCEPT

Knick-knacks, 
ornaments, and 
figurines.

Leather goods, vanity 
cases, or 
non-decorative 
luggage.

Stuffed toys and 
bedding.

PART 2/4
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WE DON’T ACCEPT

Non-decorative games or 
toys.

Electronic appliances.

PART 3/4
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WE DON’T ACCEPT

Plastic items.

With the exception of designer pieces or must-have design.

PART 4/4
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PRODUCT PHOTOS

Obviously, the quality of an item’s photos is crucial to making a sale. Photos 
should show your piece in its best light as well as fit in with the rest of the 
catalogue.

You must provide a minimum of 2 different photos for each product.

— THE FIRST PHOTO is the one that appears in the catalogue after being cut out 
and placed on a white background. It must very clearly show the entire item 
straight on, and not be blurry. The item must not be blocked by anything, or 
have anything on it or in it. If it has doors, they should be closed.

— A SET of items should show all pieces included together in the first image in 
order to ensure clarity. The same aforementioned conditions apply. 

— LIGHTING is key. Shooting in natural daylight ensures more accurate colours. 
Shooting against a white background is also a good idea. As for flash, it’s best 
avoided as it can give photos and products a yellowish tinge.

SHOWING ITEMS IN THEIR BEST LIGHT
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Open doors.

Objects on top of the 
item.

Photos montages.

PART  1/3

COMMON ERRORS
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NO YES

NO YES

NO YES
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Cropped items.

Only shooting one of 
the items in a set.

Folded linens.
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COMMON ERRORS

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES
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Silverware in a case.

Logos on photos.
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PART 3/3

COMMON ERRORS NO YES

NO

PAS DE LOGO

YES
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CREATING A LISTING

The perfect listing does exist!
Here are a few tips to help you create them by the hundreds.

— For rugs and mirrors, list the dimensions in the title. Customers base their 
searches for these items on the size of their space.
— Do not use capital letters in your title or description.
— For sets, list the number of sets available and not the number of pieces per set. 
— Add multiple shipping options to increase your chances of selling.
— If your item does not fit into any existing categories, it means that we don’t 
accept items like this on the site.

Have more questions about our selection criteria? 
Write to : selection@selency.com. 

See you soon !

HELPFUL TIPS

Pink velvet tub chair with fringe

DESCRIPTION
1950s tub chair with fringe and ‘capitonné’ back. 
Comfortable and ergonomic, this 1950s classic piece will bring a boudoir touch to 
any room. 
Upholstered in rose-coloured velvet.
Excellent condition, light wear. 

DIMENSIONS
height 76cm, seat height 35cm, width 76cm, depth 78cm.

QUANTITY
Only one piece available.

DELIVERY
Pickup from the seller Free
Delivery by the seller Free
Delivery by Selency (within France) 79 €
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OUR CATEGORIES

— Furniture
— Seating
— Lighting
— Decoration

*This category appears on its own in the main navigation bar in spring and summer. 
The rest of the year, you’ll find it hibernating under the ‘Decoration’ category.

— Garden accessories*
— Art
— Kids

The catalogue is divided into 7 general categories: 
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TABLES
Bedside tables
Coffee tables
Console tables
Dessert trolleys
Dining tables
Extending tables
Nest of tables
Side tables

STORAGE FURNITURE
Bars
Bookcases
Chests of drawers
China cabinets
Clothes valets
Crates, trunks & chests
Display cases
Long sideboards
Sewing tables
Sideboards
Wardrobes

WORKSHOP FURNITURE
Craft furniture & counters
Stepladders
Workbenches

SHELVING
Standing shelves
Wall shelving

COAT RACKS
Coat hooks
Standing coat racks
Wall mount coat racks

DESKS & DRESSING TABLES
Desks
Dressing tables
Secretary desk

BEDS & HEADBOARDS
Beds
Headboards

SCREENS

Furniture
—

CATEGORIES
IN DETAIL
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https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/bedside-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/coffee-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/console-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/dessert-trolley.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/dining-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/extending-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/nest-of-tables.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/table/side-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/bar.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/bookcase.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/chest-of-drawers.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/china-cabinet.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/clothes-valet.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/crate-trunk-chest.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/display-case.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/long-sideboard.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/sewing-table.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/sideboard.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/storage-furniture/wardrobe.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/workshop-bench/craft-furniture-counter.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/workshop-bench/stepladder.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/workshop-bench/workbench.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/shelf/standing-shelf.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/shelf/wall-shelving.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/coat-rack/coat-hook.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/coat-rack/standing-coat-rack.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/furniture/coat-rack/wall-mount-coat-rack.html
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TABLE LAMPE
Bedside lamp and table lamp
Flexible lamp
Lamp base

HANGING LAMP

CEILING LIGHT

CEILING LIGHTING

LAMPSHADES

WALL LAMP

FLOOR LAMP

SPOTLIGHT LAMP

Lighting
—

Decor
—
MIRROR
Barber & Triptych
Classic mirror
Beveled mirror
Mirror shapes
Rattan, sunburst & witch mirror
Venetian & art deco mirror
Scandinavian mirror
Uncommon mirror

DECOR & ACCESSORIES
Fireplace accessories
Desk organizers
Brass animals
Glass cloche & wedding dome
Jar, flask & siphon
Frames
Ashtray
Demijohn & carboy
Pediment & old door
Juju hat
Sign & letter
Alarm clock
Rarely-seen items
Vase

Fan
Trinket bowl

TABLEWARE
Plate
Silver
Bowl, mug & cup
Scale
Bottle, carafe & jug
Sweet jar
Candlesticks & candelebras
Cup, ramekin & egg cup
Small dishes
Cutting boards
Tray & table mat
Platter & salad bowl
Spice pot
Ceramic pot
Ice bucket
Teapot, coffee maker & kettle
Drinking glasses

CARPET, RUG & ANIMAL SKIN
Carpet & rug
Animal skin

SOFT FURNISHING
Cushion
Tabecloths & napkins
Jute bags

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES
Nature posters
Poster
Couture, dummy & shoetree
Earth globe & geographical map
Typewriter
Music & sport
Scale model
Curiosity items
TV, telephone & camera

STORAGE
Box
Basket
Bottle holer
Porte-parapluie
Porte-revue & Porte-vinyle
Valise & Boîte à chapeau
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SOFAS
Two-seater sofas
Three-seater sofas
Four seats and up
Living room sets

BENCHES

CHAIRS
Bistro chairs
Desk chairs
Folding chairs
All other chairs

ARMCHAIRS
Armless chairs
Club chairs
Cocktail chairs
Emmanuelle chairs
Rocking chairs
Vintage velvet armchairs
Wicker chairs
All other armchairs

LOUNGE CHAIRS

FOOTRESTS & POUFFES
Footrests
Pouffes

STOOLS
Bar stools
Low stools

Seating
—

BIRD CAGES

OUTDOOR FURNITURE

OUTDOOR LIGHTING

HOME GARDEN ACCESSORIES

KIDS ROOM FURNITURE
Cradles, baskets & cots
Desks & school desks
Storage crates

TOYS
Rocking horses
Old toys
School chalkboards
Tricycles, cars & scooters

KIDS SEATING
Kids chairs
Kids armchairs & rocking chairs

ILLUSTRATION

PLASTER BUSTS

SKETCHES

CONTEMPORARY PAINTINGS

PHOTOGRAPHY

OIL PORTRAITS

ANTIQUE PAINTINGS

CERAMIC HEAD

Garden accessories
—

Art
—

Kids
—
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https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/sofas/two-seater-sofas.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/sofas/three-seater-sofas.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/sofas/four-seats-and-up.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/sofas/living-room-set.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/chair/bistro-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/chair/desk-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/chair/folding-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/chair/all-other-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/armless-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/club-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/cocktail-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/emmanuelle-chair.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/rocking-chair.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/vintage-velvet-armchairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/wicker-chairs.html
https://www.selency.co.uk/seating/armchair/all-other-armchairs.html

